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Nayef - a proven Group 1 sire

Did you
know?
Aintree has also hosted 5
Formula 1 Grand Prix - won
in 1955 by Stirling Moss

Newcastle has a
spring in its step!

THE

R E G U L A R N E W S L E T T E R F RO M

H O M E B R E D R AC I N G

BHA sets new
objectives

SPRING 2016
Celestial Bay chalks up her 5th win

The BHA has set out its new
‘Strategy for Growth’ to
bolster UK horse racing. The
targets are:
- Increase number of horses
in training by 1,000 in 2020
- Increase betting
participation by 5% in 2018
- Racecourse attendances to
reach 7 million by 2020
- Secure £120 million extra
income for racing by 2018

Looking to the future
We are lucky to have Delagoa
Bay who we originally bought
as a foal to accompany our
own single foal at home. Being
by Encosta de Lago (his fee for
the year of Poppy’s conception
was no less than £180,000) she
has great bloodlines and also
as a winner is a valuable
broodmare.
Poppy’s pedigree contains
many different elements from

around the world - Encosta de
Lago from Australia, her dam
Amory from Germany and she
was born in Ireland and
ultimately raised and has her
home in Wales! Poppy’s great
strength is staying so we’re
keen to inject a bit of speed
into her family - represented by
US stallion Mr Prospector
appearing in Encosta de Lago’s
family tree. There are few

How did we do in 2015?
Spotting the potential
champions amongst new
stallions is always a new
challenge that faces breeders
every year. Determining the
leaders by prizemoney alone
is not the most reliable test
as some of the valuable sales
races distort the results. First
season stallions by numbers
of winners in 2015 are:
Zoffany - 36 winners
Poets Voice - 24 winners
Dream Ahead - 17 winners
Our predictions did well including identifying Frozen
Power as the likeliest from
the bargain basement - he
sired 13 winners.
Now the task is to find 2016’s
likeliest new stallions!

Some cynics say that these
would be targets welcomed
by the betting industry - now
that ex-bookie Nick Rust is in
charge! However the real
stumbling block remains
securing the extra income
which realistically can only
come from the bookies
paying their fair share. We’ll
see how that works out!

Global warming
hits racing

Snapshot
A thankful look from
Celestial Bay’s lad, Raj,
suggests that there may
have been a small
investment at 22/1

The Bays are back in town!
Homebred Racing’s mares
have been back in form after
their holiday in Wales.
Trainer Sylvester Kirk had told
us that we sent them back
somewhat tubbier than ideal
meaning that they’d need a
few runs to reach top form.
But Celestial Bay won in
really spectacular style at
Wolverhampton, swooping
from last to first under
leading jockey Alan Kirby.

Sky was then very unlucky in
the next couple of runs
before winning easily again
at Wolverhampton - this time
partnered by Luke Morris.
Delagoa Bay has also been in
great form with placed
efforts which have taken her
closer to a win with every
run. Sylvester Kirk is more
than hopeful that both will
be back in the winner’s
enclosure again soon!
Celestial Bay - a 6th win - this time ridden by
Luke Morris

Flemington where temperatures exceeded 41°C

Zoffanny - leading new sire

Canford Cliffs - 33 winners
Lilbourne Lad - 22 winners

stallions standing in the UK to
replicate Mr Prospector - but
the obvious candidate is Nayef
who won 9 races and £2.4
million in prizemoney. His wins
included the Group 1 Champion
Stakes and he is the sire of 12
Group winners himself.
He looks to be the ideal match
for Delagoa Bay and would
give us hope of providing
something very special!

Work on Newcastle’s allweather track is progressing
well where the Tapeta surface
has been chosen - similar to
what is used and praised at
Wolverhampton. ARC Racing
hope that fixtures will be in
place in spring 2016 and build
on the track’s feature race the £150,000 Northumberland
Plate. Jumps racing will
continue on turf, alongside the
new all-weather track.
BHA Chief Nick Rust said: “We
are conscious that views exist
within the sport that are not in
favour of these plans - but
demand exists for an allweather track in the North.”

Did you
know?
The permitted use of the
whip with hands off the
reins is 7 times for flat and
8 times for jump races.

The effects of torrential rain
has affected UK jump
meetings this winter - but it’s
nothing to compare with
racing in Australia halted by a
heat wave. Predicted
temperatures of over 41˚C in
Victoria and South Australia
forced a number of meetings
to be abandoned. Racing at
Flemington, Wangaratta and
Colne were all cancelled due
to the extreme temperatures.
A spokesman said “We have
to be very much aware of not
only horses but also the
industry’s participants. It’s just
too hot!”

Delagoa Bay - knocking on the door for
another win

Did you
know?

The number of registered
owners in the UK has
dropped from 17,430 in 2009
to 14,782 in 2014
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Only the bookies boards are visible for later races

Racecourse judges in the dark
Lingfield Park’s winter
meetings on the all-weather
are at the centre of controversy
about race times. The issue is
poor visibility for the later
races on the cards when the
light is beginning to fade.
This was brought into sharp
focus just before Christmas
when the judge at Lingfield
called the second placed horse
the winner of a photo finish.
In fairness to the judge, the
photo made it difficult to even
determine that there were
horses involved!

The actual photo from which the Lingfield
judge had to call the winner

Much of the problem may
well have been due to poor
camera equipment as

racegoers’ handheld phone
cameras clearly showed that
the judge had called it
wrong!
It seems that the light fades
at Lingfield very quickly and
that photo finishes are taken
against the brightest of any
fading light as the sun sets in
the west behind the winning
post. New camera equipment
is up to Lingfield who have
no control over race times
which are all fixed by the
BHA (to suit bookies, of
course!)

Top trainer
quits...

After only 5 seasons, leading
jumps trainer John Ferguson is
to quit. He’s to take up a full
time role as advisor to Sheikh
Mohammed for whom he has
always been bloodstock advisor.
Ferguson benefitted from
being able to train ‘cast offs’
from Sheikh Mohammed’s
powerful stable - horses that
usually were too immature to
make it on the flat. Amongst
the best horses he trained are
Parlour Games, Purple Bay, Sea
Lord and Cotton Mill.
Commenting on the news of
his retirement, Ferguson said:
“As chief executive and racing
manager for Godolphin I will
need to give it all my time and
attention - but I will miss
training. Jumps racing has
always been one of my
sporting passions”.
The decision will impact upon
jockey Aidan Coleman who was
only appointed stable jockey
this season and has already
benefitted from a string of
winners from the Bloomfields
Stables in Newmarket.

Racing
slipping off
TV’s radar
Channel 4, which has covered
racing for almost 30 years, is
to stop broadcasting the sport
after ITV sensationally won
the rights to become the
sport’s terrestrial partner in a
four-year deal from 2017.
But ITV is expected to
broadcast only about 25
cherrypicked days, including
Royal Ascot, the Derby and
Grand National, on its main
channel, with the rest
consigned to ITV4. Channel 4
currently covers around 90
days racing a year, all on
terrestrial television. It is
believed ITV has paid
somewhere in the region of
£30 million for the rights.

Only viewing figures for the Grand National
have held up on Channel 4

Channel 4 has been unable to
stop the decline in viewing
figures although the Grand
National figures have held up.
The figures for Royal Ascot
have halved and the Derby is
also down. Its coverage has
been criticised as bland,
lacking humour and too
betting orientated. During
the same time, however,
racecourse attendances have
increased, with a record

aggregate figure for 2016.
However, the racing
authorities are believed to be
keen on boosting viewing
figures as the money offered
suggests the station, which
once ran the popular ITV
Seven, can return to former
glories. The irony is that
viewing figures for ITV4 will
be considerably lower than
they are for Channel 4 on an
average day.

Did you
know?
The Grand National has
been won more times by
horses whose name
begins with an ‘R’ than
any other letter.

Facilities take a Bath! Did you
know?

Bath racecourse may be one of
the prettier tracks in the country
but racegoers’ memories will be
of the jockeys’ strike which
caused the abandonment of
racing after sewage flooded
their changing room!
The course is also the last in the
country not to have a watering
system which means that in
high summer field numbers are
small when the going is often
described as ‘hard’.
Redevelopment is currently
underway to the tune of
£4.5 million to improve things
for horses and humans.
In 2016 the course will boast a
new grandstand which will
include a 200 seater
restaurant. Jockeys’ facilities
will also be upgraded and a
new watering system installed
on the track from a borehole
water source. All making for a
timely Bath visit!

Bath racecourse where facilities are receiving
a long overdue facelift

Less than one in every 100
rides results in any breach
of the Rules of Racing.

Never look a
gift horse in
the mouth!

Homebred’s tipping
Snapshot
service shows a profit...

Although our online tipping
service is - at it says - just for
fun and makes use of stable
gossip and other snippets of
info, it’s done rather well since
it first started in 2004, showing
a profit each year.
In fact a profit of £14,441 for
£10 each way placed on every
tip. Our best tip has to be a
dual forecast for Modus and
Flamenco Lad at Exeter on
22nd of October 2013 which
paid over £3,000 to a £10 stake!
Far from us wanting to
encourage people to bet, we
warn everyone that your own
judgement needs to be
exercised and weighed against
the other known factors.
Tipping our own runners has
also proved profitable including winners Homebred
Star (100/1), Delagoa Bay (33/1)
and Celestial Bay (22/1).

Personally my own rule of
betting is to only have a small
flutter when the odds are
totally disproportional to the
horse’s chance. Good luck!

So the saying goes... as you
can tell a lot about a horse
from
its teeth - including its
Robbie Brisland, who won so
age. But horses’ teeth are vital,
spectacularly on Homebred
because an inability to be able
Star at 100/1 as shown here in
the winner's enclosure at
to graze properly would affect
Lingfield, has set up as a
survival in the wild. Horses
trainer in Newmarket taking
have up to 5 different shapes
over from Nick Littmoden
of teeth and ‘successive’ sets
are as ‘baby’ teeth replaced by
a permanent set.
A 5 year old horse will have
between 36 and 44 teeth and
it’s essential to maintain those
carefully. In terms of racing,
bad teeth can cause issues
with steering if the bit is
causing pain and unrasped
‘hooks’ can result in sores
inside the mouth.
Equine dentistry is a tough job
- like humans, horses don’t like
dentists either - and can put
up significantly more
resistance! Annual check-ups
are carried out by keeping the
horses mouth open with a
It always surprises us that very
‘gag’ which allows the dentist
often our full allocation of
owners badges is not taken up - to put his hand into t he far
reaches to feel for any sharp
although we appreciate trying
edges or problems. Hooks are
to arrange your diary around
filed down using a rasp.
runners at short notice is
Older horses get used to the
difficult! But if you see a
procedure and seem to
Homebred runner - even if it’s
appreciate that they can eat
not one you have a share in and you fancy a day at the races, and graze more comfortably.
- please call or email us. We can Happily none of our current
horses at home require
usually provide owners’ badges
sedation to be treated by the
free of charge - or at a very
dentist. He’s due early in the
substantial discount... we just
hate seeing them go to waste! Spring...

Owners’ badges

Did you
know?
Six of the top 10 racehorses
in the world are trained in
Great Britain.

